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Dear Friends:
If you read my last month's newsletter, you probably remember that I told
you that this month we would experience a continuation and in fact, an
increase of the erratic energy cycle that began last fall (in actuality, it began
in 1960). It has now reached a level that just cannot be denied nor
ignored. Almost everyone can "feel" it. People are saying, "Something is
coming" or "Something is about to happen.....I can feel it in my bones."
I'm here to tell you, it's not about to happen . It's happening now. We are in
the midst of a Universal Transition. That means....we are in the midst of
WORLD CHANGE. The last Universal Transition of the intensity we are
experiencing happened nearly two thousand years ago. I find it interesting
that its timing corresponds so closely with the timing of the birth of Jesus
the Christ.
As I began telling you in the 1980s, Universal Transition breaks down all of
the structures mankind has created with the intention of establishing order
and security in the world. Spirit will not condone nor permit the prolonged
continuation of disharmony or imbalance. So whatever is not working to
improve the quality of our existence here - whatever has become
destructive, rather than constructive - must change or end during a
Universal Transition cycle.

Now those structures we created to aid us to maintain order, to seek to
explore and to enhance the best of us, to ensure safety.....our political
structures, our educational structures, our financial structures, our religious
structures, our societally defined mores and morals (such as marriage and
definitions of "decency") are being challenged. Many are crumbling.
Some have become top heavy so that they now function only for those who
have achieved power within their ranks and fail to offer much to their

original intent. Others have become poisoned with corruption and lust for
power and wealth so that they no longer nurture, inspire, educate, or
protect as they were originally intended.
As our structures disintegrate before our eyes, people become
frightened. They feel the foundations that have stabilized (and often even
defined) their lives crumbling beneath their feet. They lose trust. They lose
hope. They lose self confidence. They feel betrayed.
Universal Transition "reveals hidden things". So we are inundated with
news reports about scandals. Nearly every day we learn of dishonesty or
immorality being practiced within those structures that we once believed to
be "borne of pure intent"...that we viewed with reverence. Now, we are
made aware of the lies, of the immorality and the greed of actions that
were taken under the guise of "aiding" people while, in fact, those actions
only serve to further corrode foundations and disempower the common
man while enriching and further empowering those who hold the power
and who orchestrate those actions.
As the people of the world are "seeing" more, and as the structures
continue to crumble, fear and a deep, painful sense of betrayal builds. It
becomes rage. That fear-filled rage inspires a need to bond with others
who experience the same feelings of despair, disempowerment, and
betrayal and who hold strongly to the same beliefs.
The disenchanted are forming into solidified groups, each group believing
that their Truth is the ONLY....the Complete....the Ultimate TRUTH. Many
are actually concluding that any person whose beliefs differ in any
way from theirs must be labeled as evil and must be shunned or (in some
cases) attacked and destroyed.
By wrapping their minds around their belief constructs, and by
condescendingly dismissing any other possibility of Truth, they are
effectively dividing and further weakening the life-force energy that flows
throughout mankind.

For that life-force energy to reach its full power, we MUST practice
compassion and acceptance of each other. We MUST unify and bond
together in mutual respect and support. The world is at war and soon to
experience extreme events, and our people are embattled with each
other.....at least those who have a modicum of awareness are. Most are
totally unaware of the state of the world. They're too invested in the latest
reality TV drama or celebrity divorce to even care. I feel SO sad for them in
the coming days. Yes, the force that is orchestrating the breakdown of our
survival systems is using the old "divide and conquer" technique.
When I first began speaking with you about these "coming times", I begged
you to watch the WORLD news ...not just the totally propagandized
imitation of news most of our American media offers. But, go online and
view, or read, news reports from other countries as well. Strive to become
as fully informed as possible. I have repeated over and again that we
must live in AWARENESS and be prepared for all things. I've been urging
this for the past twenty years as events have fallen into place that have
brought us to all that we are now experiencing, and all that we are soon to
experience.
I am still amazed and dismayed when people tell me they don't watch the
news because they don't want to experience the negativity. (I spoke with a
person a few weeks ago who thought that Benghazi was a person!) I am
saying that we are living in increasingly dangerous times and that we
NEED to be informed and prepared for all that is coming.

The most important thing that we can do....and need to do....is to become
aware. Watch the news - ALL of it. Bits and pieces of the REAL situation
leak through the wall of politically correct indoctrination. Don't believe that
ANY political party or ideology holds the entire Truth. Think of Truth as
a sandy beach. Most purveyors of Truth have found a grain of that sand
(Truth) and wrapped their minds around it and proclaimed that they have
the ONLY Truth. They deny any possibility of the validity of the grain of
Truth any other person may have found. If we could all just come together,
in Harmony, and share our TRUTHS (after having washed away all of the

judgments and interpretations we have muddied it with), we just might find
that together we could amass an amazingly beautiful and powerfully
profound realization of the Greater Truth.
The second thing we must do is strive to live in Harmony. We need to give
up our judgments and condemnations. We can't harmonize and unify
(which would bring greater safety and actually COULD change the course
the world is on) while we are exuding contempt of each other's beliefs
and/or ways of Being.
We need to remind ourselves that every person is doing the best they can
do with what they have to work with....emotionally, financially, intellectually,
etc. We must cease to judge and condemn. At the same time, we
must realize that REAL EVIL does exist in this world. I define evil as
having a willingness (or even a compulsion) to speak words or take actions
that would harm another living Being. When we witness evil, I believe that
we have a Spiritual obligation to confront or at least reveal it.
May through June is going to continue to intensify. When I speak of
intensification, I am literally saying that the earth energy is moving at a
more rapid pace. This acceleration affects anything electrical or
mechanical. So we need to be prepared for chaos and stay as calm as
possible while others are rushing around, filled with frantic frustration
and exploding over small, or even non-existent issues. This energy also
limits the ability to communicate: mail and emails get lost....phones,
computers, televisions, radios - anything that has to do with communication
- can and will either fail or just act weird. It's not usually necessary to have
them repaired. They usually just magically begin to work properly after the
intensification eases.
We will continue to experience massive storms, floods, fires, and
earthquakes. This energy affects everything. The earth reacts with
storms. Animals often behave strangely, and emotionally fragile or
chronically rage-filled people can become self destructive or dangerous. All
of us will be more sensitive than usual, both physically and emotionally. So
experiences that might hurt a bit during ordinary times can feel really

painful during this cycle. There are always more terrorist attacks,
increased violence in the collective, relationship endings, airplane and auto
accidents and volatile disputes over small issues during these
intensifications.
It's important to remember that intensification cycles are not necessarily
difficult. They only create the violence and turmoil I warn you about
because few people understand that it is just more rapidly paced energy
and that rapidly paced energy tends to shake people up. They just feel all
of their emotions more intensely and so can become easily overreactive. However, this energy also intensifies the Positive . If we feel
joyful, loving, motivated, excited, passionate, ....any emotion....during an
intensification cycle, we will feel it MUCH more intensely than usual. That's
why it's so important for us to consciously and intentionally remain In
Control of our responses and (most important) our attitudes during such
times.
There ARE more accidents and difficult events during these cycles. But we
need to continue to live our lives. Also, to quote Edgar Cayce, "Don't run
from your destiny". If we have a Soul Level need to experience an
event, our lives will urge us to the place where the event is to happen. If
we don't have such a need, we will live through times when enormous
events are happening, but we won't experience them except through
viewing the news.....or by experiencing them through others we know
whose lives are altered by those events. We just need to Stay Aware
.....to be prepared for all things.....to strive to live in Harmony with others
.....to practice Compassion.....to remember that "There is Purpose in ALL
Things"....to attempt to live in impeccable Integrity......
and......at all times, to

Stay Focused on the Light.....
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